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A Concentration Camp Speaks—One Voice was My Grandfather
Havertown, PA (January 18, 2017)—Auctus Publishers released today the
publication of I am Terezin by Richard D. Bank.

I Am Terezin is a memoir unlike any other. Situated in Czechoslovakia, Theresienstadt, or Terezin,
as the locals called it, was touted by the Germans as a model city where Jews could live their lives
in tranquility. Despite the sheer audacity of the claim, the world chose to believe this. In I Am
Terezin, the collective voice of its 140,000 inmates reveals the true story of the camp imploring
that we must look past all deceptive facades shrouding human suffering.
“Richard Bank has given Theresienstadt a voice, complete with a personality, a moral
rudder, and a self-deprecation that is endearing. I Am Terezin is the first person memoir
of a Nazi concentration camp, a bold literary effort to tell history by humanizing its
narration. It is a remarkable, readable, and informative work that I recommend highly.
—Nathan Katz, Ph.D., Distinguished Professor, Emeritus,
and former Director of Jewish Studies at Florida
International University, Miami
“I Am Terezin is essential reading for anyone interested in the Nazi Holocaust. In so many
respects it defies description and yet its mercurial story must be told so that we never forget
man’s grotesque inhumanity to man. Out of the tear-soaked pages of this book lies a world still
waiting to be redeemed…”
—Rabbi Robert S. Leib, Old York Road Temple-Beth Am

Richard D. Bank, Esq. is the author of eight books including The Everything Judaism
Book and Feig, a novel. He currently teaches publishing law and writing courses at
Temple University and Rosemont College.
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